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Abstract - This research analyses major factors in the recent rise of Buddhist-Catholic marriages in Vietnam. Following a brief introduction to the religions in Vietnam, it provides a historical overview of Buddhist-Catholic relations, discussing the major political events that influenced them. The research also presents the first recorded case of a Buddhist-Catholic marriage in Vietnam and the increase of Buddhist-Catholic marriages in contemporary Vietnam, particularly in Ho Chi Minh City and Dong Nai province. The revival of religions, the effect of the model of secular government on religion, the impact of immigration waves to the South, and a change of popular attitudes towards traditional family life are four main factors that make the increase of Buddhist-Catholic marriages in relation to modern development in Vietnamese society.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Vietnam, a Southeast Asian country located at the crossroads between two ancient civilizations, India and China, has had ample opportunities to absorb ideas, cultures, and religions from foreign countries. Many major religions such as Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Catholicism, and Islam in the world have flowed into Vietnam in turn.

Apart from accepting such major ‘world’ religions as Buddhism and Christianity, Vietnam has given birth to numerous religious traditions during its history. Various religious movements have originated in Vietnam based on traditional folklore and indigenous beliefs. It is noteworthy that all of these domestic religious traditions emerged in the Southern region, These includes Khất Sĩ, Cao Đài (Caodaism), Hòa Hảo, Tịnh Độ Cư Sĩ, Tứ Ân Hiếu Nghĩa, Bửu Sơn Kỳ Hương, and so on.

Although there are various religions and indigenous traditions practiced in Vietnam, this research mainly focuses on Buddhism and Roman Catholicism, because, in term of numbers, they are the two largest religions in the country today. Their adherents exist in all regions of the country from North to South. Buddhist-Catholic marriages are quite common amongst the Vietnamese. However, differences of teachings between Buddhism and Catholicism, and between practices of Vietnamese Buddhists and Catholics in the past, have created difficulties and complications in their marriages. The present research therefore analyses major reasons for the rise of interfaith marriage in general and Buddhist-Catholic intermarriages in particular in Vietnam today.

2 Historical Overview of Buddhist-Catholic Relations in Vietnam

2.1 The Introduction of Buddhism into Vietnam

According to historical records, Buddhism first spread to Vietnam in the first century CE via Indian merchants and monks who sought trade ties with the Vietnamese. Buddhist teachings, those of the Mahayana strand, which was prominent in India in the early years of the Christian era, had a remarkable influence on the Vietnamese.

Buddhism has been predominant throughout the history of Vietnam. Pure land and Zen are the two main Mahayana schools most widespread within Vietnam today. The combination of Zen and Pure Land is the main tradition for the majority of Vietnamese Buddhists. Theravada Buddhism, on the other hand, is practiced by a minority of people in Southern and central Vietnam. Particularly, it is mainly developed in the Southern Delta region of Vietnam.

Through its long history Buddhism is firmly rooted in many aspects of the culture and spirit of the Vietnamese. Thus Buddhism has become the innerreligious life of the Vietnamese and has been actively and livedly practiced in their daily lives. Buddhism is also frequently interwoven with folk religious beliefs. This has increased the number of Buddhists in the South, making Buddhism the most widely practiced tradition in Vietnam. Today, Buddhism is
considered the biggest religion in Vietnam with registered followers of over 10 million.4

2.2 The Arrival of Catholicism

Catholicism came to Vietnam much later than Buddhism. It was first introduced in 1553 and disseminated through the work of French missionaries around the seventeenth century. Catholic historians often use the year 1553 as the milestone for the presence of Catholicism in Vietnam. However, it was not until the third decade of the seventeenth century that the Catholic mission really took off. It was only in the nineteenth century that the Catholic Church in Vietnam had developed into a well-organized institution.8

The dissemination of Catholicism in Vietnam was not as smooth as that of other religions. When it was introduced, Catholicism did not get much sympathy from the natives. It was seen as linked closely with the French invasion and was prohibited by the Nguyen Court. In term of politics, Roman Catholics and Roman Catholicism and its followers are still considered even today by many as being foreign and antinational, historically directly responsible for colonization.8

Despite the negative perception which non-Catholic Vietnamese have had of Catholics, the Vietnamese Catholic Church has made a number of contributions to Vietnamese society in the fields of ethics, culture, education, social welfare, charity, and people’s spiritual lives. One of the most notable contributions of Catholicism to Vietnamese culture was from Alexander de Rhodes (1591-1660), a French Jesuit missionary. He developed an alphabet for the Vietnamese language, using the Latin script with added diacritic marks. It is still in use and is now referred to as “Quốcnghĩa”, literally “national language”.

The organizational system and method of preaching and advantages in economy have been major factors in the successful mission of Catholicism in Vietnam. The organizational system of the Catholic Church is very strict and consistent from the central to local levels.9 Sections in the parishes of the Church are organized highly solidly.

The Church manages their adherents well through its theocracy (religious power) and highly-developed disciplines. In a typical Vietnamese Catholic family, all members of the family are baptized as devoted Catholics.

The development of Catholicism is regarded as an ‘oil-slick’; it has gradually infiltrated into and become strongly rooted in the land of Vietnam. In the first instance, Catholicism mostly developed in the Northern and central rural coastal areas. Only after more than four centuries of missions, Catholicism has developed throughout the country and attracted a large number of people professing its faith. Its popularity has increased significantly. In 1850, there were 500,000 Vietnamese Catholics, in 1910: 900,000, and in 1945: about 1.5 million.11 At present, with a number of approximately 6 million believers (nearly 8% of population),12 Roman Catholicism is the second largest institutionalized religion in Vietnam.

2.2.1 The Tension between Vietnamese Buddhists and Catholics

Differences of rites and social values between Catholicism and the native religions of Vietnam were one of the main reasons why the Vietnamese feudal court prohibited Catholicism.13 Because of its focus on the worship of a single Creator, Catholicism met with a number of challenges in its process of bringing the “message of gospel” to the Vietnamese. The practice of ancestor veneration of the Vietnamese was the biggest challenge to the missionaries.14 As mentioned above, Catholicism broke the dominate position of Confucianism, and it disordered people’s thinking through prohibiting Vietnamese converts to worship ancestors. This was shocking to the Vietnamese as a whole, as ancestor worship was a highly regarded traditional practice rooted in people’s spiritual lives.

The Catholic teaching on monogyny is also a reason why the Vietnam feudal court disliked Catholicism. Vietnamese Lords would like their subjects to have many wives so that they have many loyal subjects, whereas Catholic missionaries taught their new followers to have only one wife. This made Trinh and Nguyen Lords very angry.15 Hence, under the Nguyen Dynasty (1802-1945), Catholicism was proscribed in Vietnam. Many Catholics
were persecuted for undermining traditional Vietnamese norms.

In the process of propagating Catholicism in Vietnam, missionaries tended to separate Catholics from non-Catholics because they were afraid that their religion would be affected and tainted by religious activities of non-Catholics. In the eyes of the French missionaries, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism and other indigenous beliefs which had been deeply rooted in the Vietnamese culture for thousands of years, were considered ‘đạo rỗi’ (complicated religion), and non-Catholics were regarded as ‘người đạo’ (pagans). They prohibited their priests and followers from many things, such as attending traditional religious ceremonies, funerals of the pagans and feasts in honor of the death anniversary of the pagans, watching ‘hặt che’, a kind of Vietnamese classical traditional operas and dramas, and even going to school with the “pagans”.

Accordingly, in the early days of spreading Catholicism, missionaries creatively adopted to the traditional village institution of Northern Vietnam in the way of governing parish churches and parishioner communities. The Vietnamese Catholics used to seek living zones where they could live in accordance with their own faith in separation from non-Catholic areas. They therefore set up distinctive ‘xóm đạo’ (Catholic village), where they led a self-contained life. All secular and religious daily activities were strictly organized and covered all aspects of their life. When the Catholics died, they were also buried in a separate cemetery which is called ‘rốn Thánh’ (churchyard) or ‘đất Thánh’ (holy ground) according to Catholic funeral services. The process of setting up private Catholic villages and enforcing various prohibitions made Catholic adherents isolated from the rest of the Vietnamese society.

Tensions between Buddhists and Catholics were particularly high during the reign of the influential Catholic Ngo Dinh Diem, the president of the Republic of South Vietnam. In 1954, the North became a communist state under the leadership of Ho Chi Minh, while the South remained a non-communist state under King Bao Dai in 1955 and then Ngo Dinh Diem. With the increasing support of the United States, both militarily and financially, in 1956, Diem proclaimed himself to be the president of the Republic of Vietnam. From the very beginning of Diem’s rule, his administration was inclined to support Catholicism. Diem’s government gave preferential treatment to Catholics over Buddhists in many areas: religious affairs, public services, distribution of government aid, and even in military promotions. In some areas, Catholic priests had their own private armies whose principal mission is to protect churches and priests. The Catholic Church was the largest landowner in the country. Many Catholic churches were built in Buddhist holy places, for example, the government ordered a Catholic priest to build a church for the Virgin Mary on the holy Thiền Bút mountain where there is a Buddhist temple and an ancestral burial ground for Buddhist followers. In order to develop a Catholic system of higher education, the government provided funds for the establishment of two new Catholic universities in South Vietnam. Vast supplies of United States food relief were distributed through Catholic relief services and through Catholic priests in the provinces.

Contrary to what Diem had done for Catholicism, Buddhism did not get such good treatment from his administration. It placed all kinds of restrictions and obstructions on Buddhist monks, followers, and temples. Buddhists were required to obtain the Dem’s official permission to conduct public activities. Buddhist literature and prayer books were strictly censored. They did not grant the permission to construct new Buddhist temples, schools or charitable institutions. Buddhist schools had neither encouragement nor funds for their educational activities. Even young Buddhist monks were also drafted into the army without exception. Buddhists in the army were often not equipped with weapons to defend their own villages if they refused to convert to Catholicism. In order to have better living conditions or to avoid being forcibly resettled by Diem’s regime, some Buddhist villages converted to Catholicism.

Matters finally came to a boiling point on May 6, 1963, on the occasion of the Archbishop’s silver anniversary. Vatican flags were raised beside the national flags, while just three days later, on the Buddha’s birthday, the Buddhist flags were banned in Hue (central province of Vietnam). This prohibition led to the struggle of the Buddhists against such discrimination. At the broadcasting radio of Hue, the Buddhists held a peaceful procession to ask for revoking the prohibition. But government forces and police used tear-gas bombs and weapons to suppress the crowd. Nine people were shot dead or ran over by...
During the next weeks, there were several protests by Buddhists in other cities, especially in Saigon (the former name of Ho Chi Minh City) and the Central coast. Not only Buddhists but also non-religious people and even some Catholics, including notable intellectuals, students, and employees who were sympathetic to the difficulties facing Buddhists, expressed their discontentment through various demonstrations. These groups were also broken up by violent means by the police and soldiers. In the face of such circumstances, Buddhist leaders and organizations appealed to President Diem for desisting from terrible measures of discrimination and suppression that had continued relentlessly against Buddhists. Notably, a 48 hour hunger strike was staged by 400 monks at the XaLoi temple, and another by over 200 nuns at An Quang temple as part of the struggle for the granting of the five demands. Due to the indifference of Diem’s government concerning Buddhist aspiration, an increasing number of Buddhists took to streets throughout the country from Hue to the South.

On the 11th of June, 1963, Most Venerable ThichQuangDuc (1897-1963), a Vietnamese Buddhist monk, committed the act of self-immolation at a busy intersection in Saigon to protest the persecution of Buddhists by South Vietnam’s Roman Catholic government. The spirit of struggle among the Buddhists became stronger with each passing day. Several days after that, many monks, nuns, and lay Buddhists throughout the country followed suit in their objections to Diem’s policies. Most Buddhist monks, nuns and lay people viewed this series of events of 1963 as "PhâpNâng" (the Buddhist crisis). Following this incident there developed much animosity between Buddhists and Catholics both in the North and the South. This remained until after the unification of Vietnam in 1976, affecting Buddhist-Catholic relationships throughout the country, especially in marriage.

2.2.2 The Catholic Adaptations to Vietnamese Society and Culture

In the process of evangelization, Catholicism has demonstrated some flexibility in adapting to some aspects of traditional Vietnamese culture in contemporary times. This is especially the case after the second Vatican Council (1962-1965), when direct measures to solve ‘the problem of rituals’ in inter-religious relations were developed by the Church in Vietnam. This created good conditions for the cultural integration of Catholicism in Vietnam. Most notably, priests encouraged their adherents to retain some traditional customs and manners, thus leading Vietnamese Catholics to gradually incorporate many traditional rituals with their religious rites. One of the most notable adaptations of the Vietnamese Catholic Church is to permit their followers to worship ancestors. On April 12th, 1974, the Vietnamese bishops officially issued a communication that specified some permissible activities, attitudes, and rituals concerning the practice of ancestor veneration. It allowed the Catholics to set up an ancestral altar at home, burn incense, light candles, and give offerings to ancestors. At funerals of their family members, they were permitted to set up an altar on which the image of the deceased, an incense-burner, fruit, and flowers were placed. It was even permissible for the Catholics to perform prostrations with joined hands and to hold burning incense sticks before the corpse in accordance with traditional Vietnamese customs. Similar ceremonies to commemorate the deceased were also held yearly. In marriage rites, the bride and groom were now permitted to perform the ‘ceremony of veneration toward the family ancestors’. This also changed the practice among Vietnamese Catholics in the North plain, who also started to practice some traditional ceremonies such as the ceremony of praying for long peace and good harvest, New Rice ceremony, Double five festival (the 5th day of the 5th Lunar month), and Farm-work initiation ceremony, which had previously been banned.

Vietnamization of Catholic life is also found in many other aspects. On Palm Sunday, a Christian feast that falls on the last Sunday before Easter, commemorating the entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem in the days before his passion, Christian followers in the world normally use olive or palm branches for the service welcoming this event. As the festival was introduced to Vietnam, olive or palm branches are replaced by coconut leaves, a specific tree indigenous to Southern Vietnam. On the traditional Vietnamese New Year ‘Tết’, the Vietnamese usually set up a New Year’s tree ‘cây nêu’ in front of their house. Catholics also now follow this custom except that they stick the holy cross on this tree to welcome the New Year and pray for peace of the country, family, and ancestors in the first three

30According to traditional Vietnamese customs, on the New Year "Tết", in some countryside areas, people usually set up a New Year’s tree “Cây nêu” in the courtyard of every home in hopes of preventing evil spirits whose harm could affect their family within the year.
31See more in PhạmHuyThọng, op.cit, pp.59-60.
days of ‘Tết’. Names of Western missionaries and Saints are also Vietnamized by simple phonetic transliterations. For example, Alexander de Rhodes (1612-1660), is Vietnamized as ‘A Lichsơn Dặc Lọ’ a French Jesuit missionary who made a significant contribution to Vietnam by creating the new Vietnamese alphabet; Pigneau de Behaine (1741-1799), as ‘Bà Dạ Lộc’ (1835-1892), a French Catholic priest who assisted Nguyễn Anh (later King Gia Long) to establish the Nguyễn dynasty in Vietnam; Puginieras ‘Bảo Lộc Phước’ a Catholic bishop and missionary in Northern Vietnam who became the Vicar Apostolic of Western Tonkin (now Hà Nội) since 1868 until his death in 1892, and so on.

In addition to these adaptations, Catholicism has adopted some characteristics of traditional Vietnamese culture. For example, ‘Kिग’ (palanquin) and ‘công hàn hành’ (Five Element flag), the traditional Vietnamese festival flag, which are closely connected to activities of the village festivals, are quite familiar to Vietnamese across the whole country, particularly in rural areas. These two objects are now popularly used to usher in gods in traditional folk festivals. In addition to adopting these characteristics, in Masses or important Catholic festivals such as Christmas, Easter, Palm Sunday, or on the specific anniversary of each Catholic village, Catholics also use the traditional palanquin of non-Catholic people to receive Communion. The architecture of some Catholic churches is adapted from the curved roof of the gate of the communal house and of the traditional Vietnamese village. According to folklore, the Vietnamese believe that ‘nam thâm nhất’ (man has seven vital spirits and woman has nine). So men are always attached to the number seven, and women are attached to the number nine, e.g., in the practice of cartomancy, the fortune-teller usually asks the person in question to lift up cards seven times for a male person, and nine times for a female one. This belief can be also found in the way of ringing ‘the sad bell’ in churches. Whenever a Catholic has just died, the church will ring the bell to announce the sad news to the adherents within their parish. This is known as ‘the sad bell’ or ‘the death bell’. Particularly, in many parishes in Northern and Central Vietnam, the bell is often rung seven times and three long-lasting rings if the deceased is male; nine times and three long-lasting rings if the deceased is female.

When remarking on the spiritual and cultural life of Vietnamese people, it is also necessary to talk of the practice of ‘thờ Mẫu’ (worshipping Mother Goddess), an important part of the people’s spiritual life in the past and present, particularly in Northern and Central Vietnam. Almost all Vietnamese goddesses are recognized as the Mother Goddess by the Vietnamese. The Mother Goddess is a holy mother and close to the people. Whenever people are happy and joyful they come to Her; whenever people feel sad they talk and share with Her; and whenever people face difficulties, they look for Her support and protection. Catholicism has promptly fallen in the line with this Vietnamese native belief. The practice of Mother Goddess worship has been adapted to the worship of Holy Mother Mary. Reflecting the deep belief held among Vietnamese Catholics in the Blessed Mary, the image of Mary is featured on the Vietnamese national costume “Aodài, khách dông” (long dress and circular headgear). Accordingly, those adaptations partly make Catholicism closer to traditional Vietnamese culture.

2.2.3 The Relatively Peaceful Nature of Buddhist-Catholic Relations Today

As stated in the report of the Association of Religion Data Archives, the relationship between religious groups in Vietnam as of 2008 was relatively amicable. Particularly, there has been significant improvement in the relations between Buddhists and Catholics since the unification of the nation in 1976. Conflicts between Buddhists and Catholics in the past have tended to be generated by the agendas of heads of political regimes who favoured one religion over another, rather than by ordinary followers of these traditions. Since the unification of Vietnam, religious conflicts or clashes among people of different religious groups have rarely happened. Buddhism and Catholicism have generally peaceful co-existed together all across the country and have adapted to each other in terms of religious traditions. Unlike in the past, when the Catholic community in Vietnam was somewhat separated from non-Catholic Vietnamese in the country, they are now more integrated into Vietnamese society. This is for example clear from the fact that Catholic holidays and festivals such as Christmas Day, Valentine’s Day, Easter, and Lent are now well known and celebrated widely in Vietnam. Although Catholic villages such as those in Bình An, Đốc Mô Gia Kiêm, Ho Nai, Tan Mai, and in many other areas still exist, the Catholics’ attitude toward religious division has greatly changed and their relations
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31See more in Phạm Huy Thông, op.cit, pp.59-60
with Buddhists have significantly improved. Instead of viewing Buddhism as a complicated religion or that of “pagans”, Vietnamese bishops, in the Common Letter of 2003, for the first time used the term ‘tôngiáob” (friend religions), to refer to other religions in general and Buddhism in particular.37 Some Buddhist families are now able to live within Catholic villages. Likewise, Catholics are also able to become close neighbors of Buddhists. It is also mentioned in the Pastoral Letter of 2003 that ‘each Catholic family should become friends with a non-Catholic family within their residential area. The friendship is specifically enhanced through prayer, visits, exchanges and material sharing’. Thus, the discrimination based on religious differences from both sides is not as severe as in the past, and both Buddhists and Catholics today do not pay much attention to whether someone is Buddhist or Catholic, unless they are involved in marriage.

Many inter-religious efforts have been deployed to develop good relationships and cooperation between Buddhists and Catholics. Thanks to visits and inter-faith dialogue among dignitaries of the two faiths, such fraternal relations have improved significantly. One of the most effective initiatives in this area has been social work. This has been an important opportunity for Vietnamese Buddhists and Catholics, overcoming religious differences, and working together to enhance the well-being of the fellow human beings. Their close co-operation has enabled them to understand each other better. Specifically, in Ho Chi Minh City, Buddhists and Catholics are closely working together to help street children, orphans, AIDS patients and victims of natural disasters.38 Catholic and Buddhist doctors collaborate in producing medicinal herbs and participate in charitable health care programs for the poor. Furthermore, Buddhist monks and Catholic priests also have exchanged spiritual ideas and experiences which have helped young followers of both religions to deepen the friendship.41

Communal connection is also found among ordinary members of the two traditions. Buddhists and Catholics invite each other to join important occasions such as weddings, birthdays, death anniversaries, and housewarming celebrations. On Christmas Day, it is now not uncommon for Catholics to send season’s greetings to their Buddhist friends. To respond to such friendly gestures, Buddhists also send back a word of thanks or sometimes a small gift. The same is true on the occasion of the Buddha’s Birthday on the 15th of April of the lunar calendar, when Buddhists may invite their Catholic friends to visit a temple and to have a vegetable meal with them. Moreover, the presence of a Buddhist temple within a Catholic village, and vice versa, is now possible and is not uncommon. Buddhists sometimes help Catholics from the same village to build their church. Catholics, on their part, help Buddhist followers to build or repair a temple or a communal house. This clearly demonstrates that the relationship between Buddhists and Catholics has become much more friendly and harmonious.42

2.2.4 Contemporary Situation of Buddhist-Catholic Marriage

Although marriage among people of different religious faiths was very rare in the previous Vietnamese society, it has become a common phenomenon in contemporary Vietnam and is on the increase. Particularly, Buddhist-Catholic marriages are quite common amongst the Vietnamese as they are the two most common religions in Vietnam.

There are no statistics of marriages between Buddhist and non-Buddhists in Vietnam, but statistics are available for marriages between Catholics and non-Catholics in general. According to the records kept by the Vietnam Catholic Church, the number of marriages between Catholics and non-Catholics has increased particularly after the Second Vatican Council, when it officially allowed its adherents to marry non-Catholics. Although there are many people who marry without converting, new converts for marriage are also large in number. Within 80 years since the case of King Bao Dai, the number of marriages between Catholics and non-Catholics in Vietnam has reached almost 67,780 in 2007.43 According to the statistics announced by the Church in 2006, the number of converts to marry Catholics is 31,576, accounting for 1/5 of new converts in the whole country.44 The number of new converts to marry Catholics in 2007 is 67,780. For the period of 2000-2008, the

average number of converts per year is about 35,000 people, among those, 80-90% converted to Catholicism in order to marry a Catholic. This statistic does not say specifically how many of them are from Buddhist-Catholic marriages. However, it can be surmised that given the drastic increase in marriages between Catholics and non-Catholics, and the sheer size of Buddhist population in the country, those between Buddhists and Catholics has also increased considerably.

3 HISTORICAL EXAMPLES OF BUDDHIST-CATHOLIC MARRIAGE IN VIETNAM

Inter-faith marriages were very rare in the early history of Buddhist-Catholic relations in Vietnam. In the traditional society, influenced by the feudal system, hierarchy within the family was extremely important. This meant that marriage was conceived of as an alliance between two families, rather than two individuals, and was typically arranged by parents and elderly members of the family. In order for the marriage to build a suitable alliance, the social standing (mộngạnhhộđố) of the families had to be the same. The similarity of religious and social backgrounds between the bride and bridegroom’s families was the primary consideration of the marriage. It was unacceptable to give their children in marriage to a person of another faith. This was because marrying a person outside of their own faith, for them, was tantamount to losing the family tradition. The perceived incompatibility of marriage between Buddhists and Catholics in the past is a particularly significant factor in the former generations’ lack of sympathy towards interfaith marriage, resulting in the rare occurrence of Buddhist-Catholic marriages before contemporary times.

The first recorded case of a Buddhist-Catholic marriage in Vietnam took place only 80 years ago, in 1934. It is virtually the only example of a recorded Buddhist-Catholic marriage before the contemporary period. The marriage was between a Vietnamese Buddhist emperor Bao Dai and a Roman Catholic woman. Born Nguyen PhucVinh Thuy, Bao Dai (Keeper of Greatness) was the thirteenth emperor of the Nguyen dynasty, and the last emperor of the feudal system of Vietnam. Throughout the history of imperial dynasties of Vietnam, this is an extremely rare case in which a Vietnamese king married a person of a different religion. This is particularly notable as he was born and grew up in Hue, the region traditionally known as ‘the cradle of Buddhism’ or ‘the capital of Buddhism’ in Vietnam because it is home that gave birth to, grew and promoted traditional Vietnamese Buddhism. The previous emperors of the feudal court of Hue always attached much importance to traditional ritual values of Buddhism and Confucianism and had less sympathy for Catholicism. This unusual case of inter-faith marriage caused many people to suspect French intervention; their marriage ‘smelled high of French chicanery’. It was indeed arranged by the French colonial administration, on the basis of their political and religious agenda. While Bao Dai was studying in France, the couple Charles and his wife, former French embassy officials in central region, Bao Dai’s adoptive parents, intended to select a young Vietnamese girl who was Western well-educated, rich, and most importantly, a devoted Catholic. Nguyen ThiHuu Lan (1914-1963), who was born in a wealthy Catholic family in GòCông, a Mekong Delta town, studied in France from the age of 12 and became a naturalized French citizen, was chosen. The aim of the French colonial administration was to train Bao Dai to be a king of Western style; his wife must be a learned devoted Catholic. When his children were born, they would follow Catholicism, and then the crown prince would succeed as the next king. This prospect pleased the French governors, because they had always wished that Vietnam would have a Catholic king. Furthermore, they thought that such a marriage would help Bao Dai to change the political view of mandarins in the Court towards France and the Catholic Church. Bao Dai came to love the woman chosen by his adoptive parents and stuck with his decision.

From the very beginning, their relationship encountered a number of strong oppositions. Since Nguyen ThiHuu Lan was a Catholic and had a French nationality, most members in the royal family opposed him marrying her. Queen mother TuCung and Ton That Han therefore refused to let Bao Dai find a wife for himself. They tried to force him to marry Bach Yen, who had been selected by the Court, but he did not accept this. Finally the Court let him to take a wife of his own choice.

Bao Dai also made a number of concessions to his wife’s family, in order to make his marriage work. This involved a number of changes to the traditional treatment of kings’ wives. Only one day after their wedding celebration, Nguyen ThiHuu Lan was inaugurated as queen entitled Nam Phuong (Southern Scent) because it was one of her family’s requests. This was an extremely bold step since according to the law of the Nguyen dynasty, wives of kings
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were only conferred the title ‘imperial concubine’. They would be only recognized as queen after their death. He also issued a special edict that allowed the queen to be dressed in yellow, the traditional royal color. This broke the royal family’s regulations; yellow, the traditional royal color, was reserved only for kings. Moreover, despite being the king of a nation, Bao Dai was exacted wedding-presents from his future wife’s family. In order to marry Nguyen Thi Huu Lan, he had to accept hard conditions requested by her family, as follows:

- Marie-Thérèse Nguyen Thi Huu Lan should be inaugurated as official queen as soon as their wedding celebration.
- Their marriage needs to be exceptionally permitted by the Vatican.
- After getting married to Bao Dai, she has the right to retain her own faith as a Catholic.
- Their children must be baptized in the Catholic Church, and profess their mother’s faith. However, Bao Dai is allowed to keep his own faith as a Buddhist.

He accepted all the above conditions without any hesitation. Although there was controversy about religion of the ruler’s fiancée, their wedding celebration took place according to Buddhist tradition on March 20th, 1934 in Hue. At the time of their wedding, Bao Dai was 21 years old, and Nguyen Thi Huu Lan was 19. The couple later had five children. As agreed, all the children were baptized in their mother’s faith and became Catholics.

Bao Dai’s example is highly relevant to the present study, because it shows a typical set of difficulties that accompany marriages between people of different religious faiths on political, cultural, and religious levels in Vietnam. His case is also extremely important in that it paved the way for the practice of inter-faith marriage among the Vietnamese. Following their marriage, the Roman Catholic Church made considerable changes to its attitudes toward inter-faith marriage, and started issuing dispensations (permission for interfaith marriage) in Vietnam.

### 4 ANALYSIS OF FACTORS IN THE RISE OF BUDDHIST-CATHOLIC MARRIAGES IN VIETNAM

The rapid transformation of social realities, globalization and increasing secularization in recent decades are usually referred to as reasons to explain the global increase in interfaith marriage. However, in the Vietnamese context, factors directly or indirectly leading to the rise of Buddhist-Catholic interfaith marriages are much more varied. This section discusses them under four categories: the revival of religions, the effect of the model of secular government on religion, the impact of immigration waves to the South, and a change of popular attitudes towards traditional family life.

#### 4.1 The Revival of Religions

Once the country is in peace and independent, the people’s life is stable, spiritual needs are necessary for individuals and communities. After the unification of the country, most importantly, the government’s policies toward religions have become more open and positively changed. The clergies’ figure is still primarily involved in religious sphere, but they have widely engaged in society and made themselves closer to the people. These factors are potential reasons for the revival of religion in Vietnam. Since many religions have been revived and developed, the increase of religions, religious beliefs, and followers in number is a matter of course. It is an inevitable consequence of the revival of religions. The increasing number of religions and followers reflects such a religious revival.

The religious revival in Vietnam is one of the main reasons that have contributed to the increase in interfaith marriages. There has been a revival of religion in Vietnam since the unification of the nation and the establishment of the Socialist Republic in 1976. The 2001 statistics reports that there were only six recognized religions with around 15 million followers. But the number of religious believers increased suddenly after that, with 20 million followers in 2003. As of 2011, the government officially recognizesthirteen religions and thirty-three religious organizations. This recognition does not include hundreds of folk religious beliefs present in Vietnam. The following section discusses four potential reasons for such religious revival: the change in the government’s policies toward religion, an increase in the spiritual needs of individuals and communities, the renewal of religions, and the change of the religious ascetic lifestyle of the clergy.

#### 4.1.1 The Change in Government’s Policies toward Religion

In the early days of independence, the government’s policies about religion were restrictive of religious activities. This was mainly because the communist leaders considered religious beliefs and practices to be
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52 Ibid. (See the appendix: Religions in Vietnam at present in Trương Hải Cưong, op.cit., pp.150-9)
impediments to modernization.\textsuperscript{54} They viewed religion as unscientific, often labeling them as consisting of superstitious practices.\textsuperscript{55} This limited religious activities of both Buddhists and Catholics. As for Buddhism, the state permitted only a certain number of men and women to enter into the professional religious life, to attend Buddhist training centers, or to receive full ordination.\textsuperscript{56} What was behind this policy was the idea that religious activities in temples were only suitable and necessary for the old, and not for the young. Hence, young devoted Buddhists were not permitted to be ordained as monks, and other lay Buddhists were not encouraged going to temple, either. The number of both ordained and lay Buddhists decreased considerably as a result of the reduced participation of young people in religious life, and Buddhism lost its vitality, particularly in the north. Regarding Catholicism, it is its identification with the previous South Vietnam government, coupled with the Church’s anticommunist stance that made Catholics a natural target for the new regime’s hostility. The communist leaders also regarded Catholicism as representing a subversive foreign influence. Hence, in 1975, the government started a campaign of discrimination and harassment against Catholics. As they did to Buddhists, they restricted Catholic practice considerably. Catholic priests were forbidden to teach outside their parishes. The number of newly-ordained priests was limited, and church construction or repair was forbidden.

In integrating international conventions and the popular rights to freedom of religions in its domestic law, the state has showed a more open attitude and introduced considerable changes towards religion. They have made special efforts to improve the level of “freedom of religion” within the country by employing a much more open attitude toward religious activities.

By the so-called ‘doimin’ (innovation) policy, religion has gradually made a comeback, causing a great concern for the Communist Party. So the government promptly promulgated reformed policies toward religious activities. As regulated by the constitution that “faith, beliefs, and religion are spiritual need of a part of the population”\textsuperscript{61} The Resolution No. 24 passed by the state in June 1991 affirmed that “it is necessary to overcome narrow-minded attitude, prejudice, and discrimination towards religious people, to oppose any violation to religious freedom”.\textsuperscript{62} More specifically, the resolution No. 25 dated 12 March, 2003 regarding religious practices affirmed ‘any religious followers shall have the right to practice their religion at their own home and worship places as stipulated by the law; any authorized religious organizations shall be legally practiced and protected by jurisdiction to practice, open religious schools to educate dignitaries, publish religious books and maintain, build new religious places as stipulated by the law’\textsuperscript{63}.

In recent years, the Vietnamese government has made every effort to show positive changes in their reformed policies toward religions. This has brought in an increased level of religious freedom, leading to a strong revival of religions, where the practice of various religious traditions has been restored.

\subsection*{4.1.2 Increase in the Spiritual Needs of Individuals and Communities}

\textsuperscript{57}Hiền pháp nước Cộng hòa Xã hội Chủ nghĩa Việt Nam 1992 (the constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in 1992), Hà Nội, p.36.
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Since the unification of the country in 1976, the spiritual demands have become strong and diversified. The Vietnamese had not only fought foreign aggressions such as Chinese, French and American but had also coped with the difficulties of civil war for a rather long time. While facing a number of fierce struggles, the focal task of people was nothing other than gathering up their entire mind and strength in order to confront the aggressors and defend the country. In such circumstances, people might be not quite interested in religious affairs. Thus, the spiritual life at that time seemed to not be a necessity. However, shortly after South Vietnam was liberated and the country was completely independent, life returned to normal, and people began to be interested in daily basic needs. Religious need, a proper need of a part of the masses, was also a concern. The position of each religion in people’s lives was determined by the mass of people themselves. They had the right of freedom to put their faith in a religion appropriate to their spiritual needs. The people’s religious lives therefore became animated from the family to society. This has propitiated religions to be revived and developed.

4.1.3 The renewal of religions
The revival of religion in Vietnam has not been just the recovery of religions of previous centuries, but also their renewal. Old forms have been broken and new ones have been developed, making Buddhism and Catholicism more appropriate to present social contexts. Adaptations have been made in such foreign traditions as Buddhism and Catholicism to ‘folk religious beliefs’ of the country. One of the most notable adaptations has been the above-mentioned incorporation of the traditional practice of ancestor worship into the religious life of Catholics. The practice of ancestor worship has become an important element in Buddhist-Catholic relations, because both Vietnamese Buddhists and Catholics attach much importance to worshipping their ancestors. This has narrowed the gap between these two religious groups considerably.

4.1.4 The Change of Religious Ascetic Lifestyle of the Clergy
In recent decades, the revival of religion has also involved social engagement; religion has played a significant role in such areas as moral education, health care service through Oriental medicine, and charity work. This has changed the lifestyle of the clergy, who had previously lived ascetic lives rather cut off from society. Their activities, those of religious and secular natures alike, are now familiar to the ordinary people. Religious institutions such as Buddhist temples and Catholic churches are no longer considered as places only reserved for old people. They have come to attract the young who wish to learn moral values. The range of activities undertaken has also expanded, no longer confined to performing rituals or preaching, but also covering cultural and artistic activities such as games, performances, and entertainment. These developments have made religion more accessible to people, helping them improve both material and spiritual life. The motto ‘Sống tốt đời đẹp đạo’ (living for good life and nice religion) expresses their commitment to integrate with society.

As mentioned above, more freedom of religion has been granted and religious diversity is more widely embraced with the increase in the numbers of followers in the various religious traditions. Encounters of people with different religious backgrounds have thus become common. It is not uncommon for them to fall in love, enter into marriage and establish families, and inter-religious marriage is more likely to take place. With the increase in the spiritual needs of individuals and communities, people tend to officially identify themselves to a specific religion. The renewal of religions, particularly Buddhism and Catholicism, and the change in the religious ascetic lifestyle of the clergy are important factors in the growing numbers of Vietnamese coming to these two religions. Hence, marriages between Buddhists and Catholics are more common, leading to the rise of Buddhist-Catholic marriages in Vietnam today.

4.2 The Effect of the Model of a Secular Government on Religion
The model of a secular Vietnamese government on religion in general and on inter-faith marriage in particular is also one of the factors for the increase in the cases of marriage of people of different religions in Vietnam. In the history of the country from ancient times to the modern age, the government did not separate their political system from religion, but it more or less used the theories of a certain religion to run the nation. Nevertheless, after the unification 1976, under the leadership of the Communist party, Vietnam chose the model of a secular state, giving priority to religious diversity. The secular government does not set up its political policies on the basis of religion, breaking the monopoly of a certain religion within the country. In particular, the state plays an objective role in regulating and administering religious affairs. In terms of Marxist ideology, the secular government of Vietnam supports no religion and is atheist. The general principle of party members in the mechanism of government is no...
religion but they respect religious freedom. This was clearly mentioned in the constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in 1992 that “every citizen has the right of freedom of religious belief, to believe or not believe in a religious belief. All religions are equal before the law”.

Do Quang Hung asserts that the Vietnamese government pursues “the model of religious pluralism”, It creates the possibility for Vietnamese people from urban torural areas, from coastal plainsto the highlands, to select a religion corresponding to their spiritual needs. Particularly, the secular government does not interfere in issues relating to inter-faith marriage of people of different religions. They therefore remain neutral about inter-faith marriage. Everyone has the right of religious freedom to marry a person of another religion according to their choice. It is because a valid marriage according to the government law is that the couples register their marriage by going to the local authorities without religious ones. Thus, the effect of the model of a secular government also made a contribution to the increase of the number of inter-faith marriages in Vietnam.

4.3 The Migration Waves to the South

Known as the new economic area with various specific natural characteristics, South Vietnam (the Mekong River Delta) is considered better-off than the North. There has been a large immigration to this region for various reasons and in different historical periods. This has increased the number of inter-religious marriages in contemporary Vietnam and in the South in particular.

After the conflicts between the Tây Sơn uprising and the beginning of the Nguyễn dynasty (Nguyễn Ánh) since 1787 to 1802 and after the Nguyễn emperors’ interdiction polices and the fierce persecution of Catholics in first half of the 19th century, Catholic followers sought shelter in the South, where they were able to live, work and practice their own faith safely. The Catholic priests and followers set up their first parishes in the south.

In the mid-20th century, the Northern Delta was severely affected by over-population, natural disasters, crop failures, and a long famine of 1954-1955, whereas the South was favored by nature in every aspect. In the face of such problems, people had no choice but to leave their homes for the South. Many families had to leave their father’s natal villages and ancestors’ lands for other people’s land and other people’s natal villages. According to the statistics of the Agency in charge of migration of Diem’s government, there were approximately 928,152 people, including 706,020 peasants, 88,850 fishermen, and 133,276 civil servants, students, and merchants.

Among those, Catholics were nearly 2/3 of the migrants, which accounted for 40% of the Northern Catholic population.

After the Dien Bien Phu victory on May 7, 1954, while the majority of Vietnamese people were joyful, some Catholics were still living in anxiety. Resulting from conflicts between the revolutionary government and the anti-communist forces in Vietnam after the Geneva Agreement in 1954, pressures from both inside and outside the Church, and the Viet Minh’s prejudice against Catholicism, thousands of Northern Catholics hurriedly sold their houses and gardens, leaving the native land for the South.

Within just a year, hundreds of thousands of North Vietnamese Catholics evacuated to South Vietnam. This event has since been called the “Passage to Freedom” exodus of 1954-1955 of Vietnamese Catholics. It created an emigration wave of Northern Catholics to the South. There are different statistics of Catholic emigrants during this period. However, the total of 543,500 Northern Catholic followers and 809 priests of 10 dioceses fled to the South, according to Rev. Trần Tam Tĩnh’s statistics, is quite reliable. Due to the immigrations of 1954-1956, by the 1960s, there were about 1,500,000 Catholics residing in the South. There are now 5,000,000 Southern Catholics.
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From the end of the 20th century, in the process of the industrialization and urbanization of the country, many people immigrated to major cities, particularly Ho Chi Minh City, Dong Nai province and some other provinces of the South, for economic and educational opportunities. The migrants were mainly young people who had arrived for employment or studies. According to the general Department of demographics, since 1994 to 1995, the number of migrants over 5 years old in the whole country was more than 12 million (14.9% of the population). Ho Chi Minh City has around 2.2 million migrants. On an average, yearly there was about 1.1 million.

Thus, the South has attracted many immigrants from different regions coming to live and work. The South inhabitants have also consisted of various groups of people representing different cultural and religious backgrounds. This has made South Vietnam highly multi-religious. Among the numerous religious traditions including folk religious beliefs, Buddhism and Catholicism have been the two best-represented religions in the region. It is this diverse religious environment that has made inter-religious, especially Buddhist-Catholic, marriages increasingly common. Typically, Ho Chi Minh City and Dong Nai province are two of the most densely populated places with Buddhist and Catholic followers living together for hundreds of years. The adherents of the two faiths establish good mutual relationships when they are very young, because they live as neighbors and mix together in schools, in workplaces, and in entertainment venues. Such common activities may lead to romantic relationships, resulting Buddhist-Catholic marriages. This has led the number of Buddhist-Catholic marriages in the South to increase promptly.

4.4 Change of Popular Attitudes towards Traditional Family Life

A final factor in the increase in inter-religious marriages in contemporary Vietnam is the change in the structure of the Vietnamese family. The younger generations now have more opened-mind attitudes toward love-based marriage, increasingly rejecting arranged marriages, and have come to pay less attention to differences of religions.

4.4.1 Change in the Traditional Vietnamese Family

The traditional Vietnamese family has changed significantly since after 1975 due to impacts of various social and economic conditions. There is a change in the family life; traditional agricultural communities with bigger families have been replaced by smaller, often nuclear, families, where children tend to have more independence. The young prefer to have personal independence rather than to completely depend on parents or senior members of the family. Thus, in present Vietnamese families, parents and elders in the family do not play a decisive role in their children’s marital partner selection as they used to, but they play the role as persons who provide advice and suggestions for their children’s marriage. Not only do children today have freedom to find a spouse for themselves, but they also decide everything related to their new family. For instance, the preparation for the wedding, including the finances, which was previously dealt with by parents, is nowadays considered the children’s responsibility. Younger generations are also less likely to inherit traditional values as some leave home often before they come of age to earn their own living in urban areas. This allows parents little time to educate their children.

As stated above, the prevalence of nuclear families partly makes young people today inclined toward an independent life. Many young people leave their home to earn a living early in their lives, leaving rural areas for industrial urban centers. Thus, while they are exposed to diverse cultures and religions, life away from home can make young people become disconnected from their family traditions such as customs, manners, kinship, and spiritual activities. Thus, the change in the structure of Vietnamese family is an inevitable process due to the effects of industrialization, urbanization, and globalization. Among these, urbanization has had a greater impact on the family and on interfaith marriages. Changes in the traditional Vietnamese family life has led to the increase of inter-religious marriages.

4.4.2 Open-minded Attitudes of Today’s Young toward Love-Based Marriage

Most marriages among young people today are usually based on free choice and romantic love, as opposed to an arrangement made by their family. Compared with their parents’ generation, they have more opportunities to meet people, sufficient material life, and better education. Thanks to these conditions, their outlook on life, including issues of love and marriage, has become more open than that of the previous generations. Previously, most traditional marriages were arranged, and even in the case where two people met and fell in love, they had to take a long time before they expressed their sentiments to each other. During this period, they communicated through letters and were also allowed to have ‘dates’. When they were aware of each other’s feelings, they also needed someone to introduce or match them to the other.
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Moreover, their marriage had to be accepted by their parents. Nowadays many young people do not tend to go through such lengthy processes of getting to know each other and forming a romantic relationship. They can find out his/her prospective partner’s background fairly quickly. The two people may have only known each other only for a few months before they make a decision to live together. A wedding celebration may take place shortly after that.

Once young people are in love with someone, they stress the importance of love rather than other factors. ‘Love in marriage is important, love must come from oneself.’ In the former society, particularly in arranged marriages, parents did not choose a specific bride or groom but they chose the family of the bride or groom. But today’s young generation is much more interested in romantic love. So they tend to select a partner with whom they are really in love. For them, it is not religious faith or their partner’s background family, but true love that is a necessary and sufficient factor to determine the joys of married life. In response to the matter of interfaith relationships, young people usually give a simple answer: “each person professes one’s own faith”. By such an understanding, they are open minded enough to opt for love without religious hindrances. To separate them for the reason of different religions would be impossible. The marriage among people of different religions, therefore, has become more common in the present generation than in the parents’ one.

### 4.4.3 Decrease in the Young’s Interest in Religious Issues

As mentioned above, Vietnamese youth today are less concerned with religious issues, particularly differences of religions, which used to be of paramount importance in the traditional family/community life. Most young Vietnamese believe that all religions are good and teach people to do good things and avoid evil. Hence they do not pay much attention to religious differences. According to a survey carried out in early 2010, with more than two thousand young people from both rural and urban areas, religious belief is one of the matters that attracted the least attention from them, among issues such as moral values, cultural traditions of the country, family traditions, politics, and social affairs. 9.9% of the interviewees said they did not care at all about religion, 17.9% essentially did not care, and 32.3% more or less cared; a combined ratio of these groups was 60.1%. Since the young are less concerned with religious differences, they do not hesitate to make friends with someone of different religious faiths or to become a couple. Thus, they are less likely to care about religious differences in their relationships but they tend to seek an ideal partner with true love. This can be considered to have contributed significantly to the increase in interfaith marriages in the contemporary period.

### 5 CONCLUSION

This research the religious landscape of Vietnam, with particular reference to the two largest religious communities in the country: Buddhists and Catholics. It has provided a historical overview of Buddhist-Catholic relations, highlighting that those communities came to live isolated from each other, because of tensions between Buddhists and Catholic under Ngo Dinh Diem’s regime. While this may be the reason for the rarity of Buddhist-Catholic marriage in the past, the researcher pointed out that the marriage between Bao Dai and Nguyen Huu Lan, the first recorded Buddhist-Catholic marriage, marked a significant turning-point of the Church toward interfaith marriage. The religious revival in Vietnam since the unification of the nation in 1976 is one of the main reasons for the increase in inter-faith marriages. During the mid and late 20th century, massive migration to the South of Vietnam has made the South highly multi-religious. It is this diverse religious environment that has made inter-religious marriages, especially the Buddhist-Catholic mix, increasingly common. Another factor in the increase of inter-religious marriages in contemporary Vietnam is the changes in the structure of the Vietnamese family. Younger generations have more opened-mind attitudes toward love-based marriages, increasingly rejecting arranged marriages, and have come to pay less attention to the differences between religions.
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